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Abstract
Radiotherapy is a very special application from the view point of protection because

humans are deliberately exposed to high doses of radiation, and no physical barrier can be
placed between the source and the patient. It deserves, therefore, special considerations from
the point of view of potential exposure. An IAEA 's Safety Report (in preparation) reviews a
large collection of accident information, their initiating events and contributing factors,
followed by a set of lessons learned and measures for prevention. The most important causes
were: deficiencies in education and training, lack of procedures and protocols for essential
tasks (such as commissioning, calibration, commissioning and treatment delivery), deficient
communication and information transfer, absence of defence in depth and deficiencies in
design, manufacture, testing and maintenance of equipment. Often a combination of more
than one of these causes was present in an accident, thus pointing to a problem of
management. Arrangements for a comprehensive quality assurance and accident prevention
should be required by regulations and compliance be monitored by a Regulatory Authority.

1. Introduction
Modern radiotherapy has three major concerns: efficacy, quality of life, and safety [1].

From the point of view of safety, radiotherapy is a very special application of radiation
because: humans are directly placed in a very intense radiation beam (external beam), or
sources are placed in direct contact with tissue (brachytherapy); very high doses are
intentionally delivered; no physical barriers can be placed between the radiation source and
the patient. Moreover, a radiotherapy treatment involves many professionals participating in a
large number of steps between treatment prescription and treatment delivery, and a large
number (25 or 30) of treatment sessions, in which many parameters have to be adjusted. Not
only overdosage but also underdosage may have severe consequences in radiotherapy, and
constitutes an accidental exposure. The potential for an accident in radiotherapy is therefore
very significant and deserves special measures for prevention.

2. Scope and structure of the report
The International Basic Safety Standards for Protection against Ionizing Radiation and

for the Safety of Radiation Sources [2], place general requirements as well as detailed
requirements specific to medical exposure, including exposure of patients. The specific
requirements include the investigation of accidental medical exposure, and to draw corrective
measures to prevent reoccurrence. A number of IAEA's reports on individual accidents
involving staff and public have been issued [3-8]. Recently, a report on an accidental
overexposure of radiotherapy patients in San Jose, Costa Rica, has been published as well [9].
In addition, an IAEA's Safety Report in preparation [10] reviews 90 radiotherapy incidents
and accidents in order to provide a comprehensive number of lessons that can be used as a
check list to test vulnerability of a facility to potential accidents and a basis for improving
safety.
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3. Causes of accidents
For each event, a short case history is followed by an identification of the initiating

event and other factors that contributed to the incident or accident. The causes can be
summarized as follows.

Table 1. Overview of the most relevant accidents

Country Year No of
patients
affected

Causes and main contributing factors

USA 1974-76 426

Germany

UK

UK

Spain

UK
USA

Costa Rica

1986-87

1988

1988-89

1990

1982-91
1992

1996

86

207

22

26 (several
deaths)

1045
1 (death)

115
(several
deaths)

Error in decay table for Co-60
No independent verification
More than two years without beam verification
Error in dose tables Co-60 (varying overdoses)
No independent determination of the dose rate
Error in calibration Co-60 unit (25% overdose)
No independent calibration of the beam
Error in identification of Cs-137 sources
(-20 to+10% errors)
No independent determination of source strengh
Error in maintenance of a linear accelerator
Procedures, to inform the physicists, when transferring the machine from and
to the maintenance technician, were not followed.
Conflicting signals and displays ignored
Daily beam verification (QA) not in place
Inappropriate commissioning of a TPS (5-30% underdosage)
Brachytherapy source left inside the patient
HDR source dislodged from equipment
Conflicting monitor signals and displays ignored
Error in calculation during calibration of Co-60 beam
Lack of independent calibration and of QA
Recommendation of previous external audit ignored

3.1 Deficiencies in education and training
Insufficient education and training in radiotherapy physics was a major .contributor to

accidents originated at the calibration of radiation beams and brachytherapy sources. As
indicated in the table, this type of accidents involved a very large number of patients.
Untrained physicians working without supervision was the cause of some confusion and
wrong treatment delivery. Lack of training of brachytherapy nurses was the main cause of
accidents with radiation sources in the brachytherapy ward. Insufficient understanding of the
physical beam parameters by a maintenance technician led to a misadjustment of the energy
of an accelerator which caused an accident with devastating consequences to many patients.

In general, the training for all professionals was only for normal situation but did not
include identification of unusual events and situations. This fact contributed to make it
possible for an initiating event to be undetected and become an accident.
3.2 Deficiencies in procedures and protocols

Severe accidents were due to inadequate commissioning of an equipment, i.e., without
following accepted procedures and protocols. Not only machines and sources but also
treatment planning computers and ancillary equipment and accessories were involved in
accidents due to improper commissioning and use, i.e., without adequate procedures.
Acceptance of brachytherapy sources without verification of activity, confusion of units of
source strength were also causes of accidents.
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Procedures for transferring equipment for a repair or a maintenance work were not
followed and equipment was returned for treatment were. Deficiencies of procedures and
documentation of treatment prescription and treatment planning, patient identification and
patient set-up were present in some of the accidents as well.
3.3 Deficient communication and transfer of essential information

A frequent cause was misunderstanding of treatment prescription or of a treatment plan
or data related to identification of a patient. Change of personnel without a formal transfer of
information relevant to calibration and treatment planning. These cases can be considered due
to ineffective procedures for communication and documentation as well, but mentioning
separately.
3.4 Insufficient defence in depth

In many of the accidents, a single mistake progressed undiscovered to an accident; these
accidents could have been prevented if defence in depth had been incorporated into the
radiotherapy system. For example, mistakes in the calibration of the beams could have been
discovered by and independent calibration made by a second person, for any new beam (for
example, after a source change), and by as checking the calibration results for compatibility
with the values given in the certificate of the source manufacturer. A systematic application of
appropriate level of defence in depth to safety critical situations would drastically reduce the
potential for accidents.
3.5 Deficiencies in design, manufacture, testing and maintenance of equipment

A few accidents involved deficiency in design and testing, but the consequences were
fatal. In one fatal case, factory tests did not anticipate situations and operating conditions that
may occur in practice and it took the manufacturer too long to identify the cause and to
disseminate information to other users and to take corrective actions. In another case,
unresolved equipment faults led to a decision to operate in a non clinical mode (interlocks
defeated) which resulted in a fatal accident.
3.6 Inattention and unawareness

Treatment delivery involves a very large number of steps using a large amount of data,
in almost repetitive way and yet different from one patient to the next one. For every session,
data have to entered on the patients' charts, up to about hundred sessions every day. Examples
of inattention were related to using the wrong prescription, the wrong patient chart or the
wrong parameters. Treatment preparation and delivery needs permanent concentration which
may be difficult to maintain all the time. Measures to increase attention and awareness,
appropriate working environment, not prone to distractions and double checks are necessary
(two persons in the set-up).

4. Summary and conclusions
In many of the accidents, there was a combination of causes: a deficient training in

radiotherapy physics was combined with a lack of defence in depth, non existence of
procedures and absence of overall supervision. A combination of causes often points to a
management problem which allowed operation in the absence of essential institutional
arrangements, such as a quality assurance programme. Institutional arrangements should be
subject to appropriate requirements by means of regulations, complemented by verification of
safety by monitoring of compliance with the regulatory requirements.
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